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ABSTRACT
This project is an attempt to create an original piece of fantasy literature, that
. neither relies on the works of other authors, nor follows any how-to guide or formula for
its structure and style. My work is grounded in a lifetime of exposure to classical works
of fantasy and a firm grasp of the elements of fiction. However, as much as possible, I
chose to avoid influence from other works of fiction during time of writing, abstaining
from reading any novels during that time. Furthermore, I chose to write without
consulting any set of instructions, and later collaborate with an experienced professional
within the field during the editing process. This was to ensure that my work would be
both free from undue outside influence and of high quality.
I started by writing preliminary work about the world, the characters, and the
races (non-human races being a common element of fantasy). Learning from both the
elements of the preliminary writing that worked and those that failed, I progressed into
writing the narrative. The final product is the first nine chapters of a fantasy novel,
totaling nearly thirty-five thousand words.
Reviews by both professional and amateur readers, from both those on the inside
and the outside of the genre have not been devoid of critique, but have nonetheless been
overwhelmingly positive, making this project a success, and proof that any person who
has a story to tell and the willingness to work as hard as they can and put their heart into
telling it can create a work of art that is truly worthwhile.
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INTRODUCTION
~

j

I

Fantasy is a geme with incredible freedom of expression-anything and

!1

I

everything can happen! However, ever since J. R. R. Tolkien, the grandfather of modem

I

!

.fantasy, popularized the genre through his works, there have been many expressions of

I

fantasy that have simply imitated his classics. For instance, it is a matter of public record

!

that the tabletop games company Wizards of the Coast, was sued by the Tolkien estate for

I

using creatures straight out Tolkien's works. Furthermore, even modem expressions of

I

I
I'

I

the fantasy genre, such as the flagship video game of Blizzard Entertainment, have taken

I

elements of their fantasy stories from Tolkien's creations.

I'

These issues are representative of a problem that stretches across the whole genre.
Why, in a genre with such freedom for new ideas, does the statement "standard fantasy
setting" ubiquitously evoke images of long-living elves, tough dwarves, morally
ambiguous humans, and a persistent stock of specific monstrous creatures? Why are
fantasy novels still "living in Tolkien's back yard"?
Additionally, in my personal experiences as a reader of fantasy, I found that
fantasy books swung between two extremes: moral acceptability and childishness, or
adult intelligence and indecency. I had outgrown books for children, yet the books for
adults could not be reconciled with my standards for morality. Could someone craft a
book that was both enjoyable and challenging, without offending or condescending to the
reader?
Lastly, throughout my childhood and into my adult life, the seeds of a story were
sown. Characters and ideas swirled in my head. But, excepting the the lucky few, the
career of professional writing is not monetarily rewarding. I could still write on my own
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time, but would the uninitiate have any hope of crafting a story of quality-a story worth
telling?
These questions motivated me to try for myself. Therefore, this project has been
an attempt to create a unique fantasy world, tell a story that adults and children could
enjoy, and tell a new kind story from a fresh perspective. Furthermore, the challenge was
to do all of this without obtaining a degree or equivalent high level of training in creative
writing.

6

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Though I intentionally avoided influence from outside sources so that I would not
get caught up in another author's style of writing while I was crafting my own novel, I
have nonetheless been greatly influenced by both classic fantasy novels and modern
expressions of the fantasy genre ..Therefore, I will discuss those works, both in the
orthodox and unorthodox style, that have changed me as a writer from my experiences
with them, and what effect they have had.
The first experience I had with the genre of fantasy was reading The Hobbit and

The Lord of the Rings, both by J.R.R. Tolkien. Tolkien's works are classics, and rightly
so. He did more than tell a story; he created a world, both through the narratives of his
most popular works as well as supplemental works such as The Book ofLost Tales
(volumes one and two) and The Silmarillion. Also, Tolkien's works have a deeper
meaning for me personally, because they introduced me to the genre of fantasy, and
kindled a love for the genre. Without Tolkien's influence through his well-written epics, I
never would have wanted to write a novel at all. However, even Tolkien's works included
examples of what not to do: both The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings delay for many
chapters before the conflict becomes compelling. I decided early on in planning my novel
that I would avoid that, as I saw it as a mistake. Thus, though my novel does not start in
the middle of the action, I give much less information at the very start of the novel. I
allow readers to extrapolate from what little I do say, as well as providing more
exposition as the story goes on. Though my story focuses much of its energy on character
and conflict instead of setting, Tolkien's works have encouraged me to have a much more
holistic view on the world of the story as a world of its own, instead of being merely a
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backdrop.
However, while Tolkien's works undoubtedly explore themes relevant to the life
of his readers, it was the. work ofC.S. Lewis that instilled in me a desire to consider
. deeper questions of morality and ethics. His little-known space trilogy, consisting of Out

of the Silent Planet, Perelanda, and That Hideous Strength, is a perfect example of using
an interesting story to explore deeper philosophical or theological questions. Even in The

Chronicles ofNarnia, his seven book series aimed at children, Lewis' story transcends
mere narrative to delve into the concepts of temptation, courage, honor, loyalty, betrayal,
greed, pride, desire for power, and selflessness-all without devolving into a mere primer
on morality or losing its appeal as an entertaining work of fantasy. Additionally, his
theological works, such as Mere Christianity and The Great Divorce also represent
brilliant apologetic thinking. One of my goals in writing a novel has been to determine
through experience if it is possible to create an excellent work in a subjective field
without formal training. Thus, Lewis works also serve as a personal inspiration to me,
because Lewis was self-professed layman, whose works nonetheless are highly regarded
by experts. Of all the writers I have been exposed to, Lewis' style has been the best in my
eyes. Though I knew it would be foolish for me to attempt to imitate his mastery, the
respect I have for Lewis' style is visible in my work, both in how I address moral
questions, and that I address deeper questions at all.
The central conflict of my novel, as well as the character of the protagonist
(Laitar) both trace their origins to what I considered an unexplored theme in Terry
Brooks' Sword ofShannara. In Brooks' classic, the character Allanon experiences ipternal
conflict because he is forced to use deception and manipulation to accomplish the greater
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good. However, Brooks closes this potential theme by clearly showing that there is no
other way for Allanon to accomplish his goals. Thus, a potentially brilliant anti-hero
becomes simply a victim of circumstances, and his internal conflict is not fully explored .
.This was natural for Brooks' work, because he was not telling the story of Allanon. He
was telling the story of how a weak individual, the character Shea, could use a magical
artifact to destroy the main antagonist of the story. Thus, Brooks makes two mistakes. He
both retells the story of Lord of the Rings, and fails to explore a major theme in the most
compelling character in his novel. That is not to say that his work is without merit. The
ideas that he explored intrigued me, and having read eight of his novels across three
series he has written, I can confirm that his later work is much less imitative. However,
though I focus on a similar theme, I chose to explore internal conflict in a powerful
character from a different angle. Instead oflooking at a character who was forced to do
what would be considered "evil" in order to accomplish a greater good, I chose to focus
on a character whose individual actions are "good", but, taken as a whole, makes the
reader question whether he himself is good or evil. This creates uncertainty for the reader
about whether the antagonist is morally good, and the protagonist is the evil one, or
whether neither the antagonist or the protagonist is morally good.
By no means is my experience in the realm of fantasy novels, and indeed fiction
in general, limited to those authors I have already listed. While in junior high school, I
read on average two novels a week, each roughly five hundred pages. I estimate that I
have read over eighty works in the science fiction and fantasy subgemes alone. However,
while such experience has given me a broad foundation on which to judge quality in
works of fantasy, no other works were as formative as those listed explicitly. And even
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were I to try to list all of the works I have read, time has rendered the making of such a
list impossible. Rather, I acknowledge my debt to all those fantasy writers who have gone
before me, whose works have entertained me and taught me in ways that real life could
not.
However, my experience in the genre of fantasy extends far beyond the reading of
novels .. While novels are cherished as masterpieces, the modem era has created many
new ways to interact with the genre, leaving any foundation based solely on novels
incomplete. My experiences with tabletop roleplaying games and video gaming have
informed my writing in ways that I did not expect. Though I expand further on what I
learned through the unexpected in my reflections section, I would be remiss to not
mention these works in my Review of Literature.
Tabletop roleplaying games, and specifically my experience with Dungeons and
Dragons (made by Wizards ofthe Coast), have given me insight into both writing fantasy
and creating a fantasy world and magic system that I would not have had otherwise, had I
only read works of fantasy. In Dungeons and Dragons, the story of the game is told in a
very unique fashion. One player, the "Game Master", creates the world for the story: the
setting, the antagonists, and many ofthe characters. However, the other players in the
game roleplay as the protagonists of the story. These other players decide the motivations
and actions of the protagonists, creating a collaborative improvisational narrative that is
unlike any other storytelling method. My experience with playing Dungeons and Dragons
as both a character and as the Game Master has given me hands-on storytelling
experience unlike anything else I have ever done. When I run a game, I immediately get
feedback from my players about which elements of my story were effective, and which
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were not. Furthermore, because the characters in the story are people and not merely
constructs of my imagination, they act in unexpected ways. This in tum forces me to
consider each player's motivations individually and think more carefully about how to
avoid exploitable plot holes. Also, as a player, I experienced firsthand how a contrived,
unexplained plot is merely condescension to the audience. These experiences carry over
to writing for my novel. Because I have played Dungeons and Dragons, I have experience
examining character motivations and building plot in ways that would otherwise require a
writing group, which I have never been able to be a part of.
Novels and video games tend to resolve their conflicts in different ways. In
novels, the near-omnipotent antagonist is frequently defeated through an epiphany and a
choice, as the conclusion of the resolution of a character's inner struggle. However,
games eschew character growth (because the player is the character, and cannot
believably be said to "grow" in most cases), and instead show how the protagonists
defeat the antagonist through superior combat ability. Neither method is wholly
believable. The novel method leaves us asking why the antagonist left himself vulnerable
to a critical weakness, weakening the antagonist and cheapening the victory over the
antagonist. This reveals that the antagonist was nothing more than a plot device to force
the character to resolve their personal conflict. However, there is little storytelling
entertainment to be had in those video games that portray the antagonist as a complete
monster, and the protagonists and shining paragons of virtue. These games succeed as
games, because defeating the antagonist through skill is enjoyable in a game setting, but
they are prone to failure as storytelling devices. Though this assessment is an
overgeneralization, and many novels and games do in fact rise rise above these
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weaknesses through good writing, I believe that the best style of resolution is a blend of
these, because this reflects sound theology much more accurately. The Bible says to both
"Trust in the Lord with all your heart" and "Do all things as if working for the Lord, not
for men." As Christians, the goal of trusting. the Lord and abandoning that which hinders
our personal growth (analogous to a character making a personal choice in novels) is
ever-present. However, we do not merely believe the Word and take no action. On the
contrary, we demonstrate our faith through our actions (analogous to fighting the enemy
directly). There are many examples in the Bible of victory being a result of both faith in
the Lord, and working to bring about the result that is hoped for, whether that victory is
the defeat of an enemy army or winning a lost soul. Thus, victory is a result of both
character growth and the purposeful application of skill. My experience with fantasy in
both novel and game styles has given me the opportunity to contrast their differing ways
of resolving conflict, and make a compromise that attempts to surpass the potential
weaknesses of both forms.
However, if victory must come about through action as well as decision, my story
must have believable combat. Fortunately, my experiences with gaming of all forms (both
tabletop and digitally) have given me expertise and experience that the old masters of
fantasy could only dream of. I have played multiplayer fantasy titles of all styles:
Runescape, World ofWarcraft, Guild Wars, and many smaller titles. Comparing their
different systems for combat and the implications those combat systems have on the
nature of magic has given me the ability to create a magic system (and thus a combat
system) which is superior to all of those I have encountered, and allow me to write
believable, intense combat in a world where martial combat (swords, bows, etc) is
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supplemented by magical combat. Furthermore, given the potential exponential power
increase that magic allows, my experience in gaming allows me to determine at what rate

1I
I

defenses (whether through avoiding damage or the ability to absorb damage} should rise.

I

i
'

If defense against damage through absorption rises more than ability to deal damage (as
experienced in World ofWarcraft), combat is boring and uninteresting, both to play in the
game and to describe in a story. If resistance to damage does not rise at all as potential for
dealing damage increases through the use of magic or martial abilities supplemented by
magic (as experienced in Runescape ), then luck is the only factor which determines the
victor in combat, and certainly makes for unheroic or contrived storytelling. Neither of
these extremes makes for entertaining combat in narrative form. There is no tension in
either a single lucky strike that instantly annihilates an opponent or a fight where damage
received has little meaning. Likewise, defeating the antagonist through either a single
fortunate attack or spending many minutes chopping at his near-invincible hide is
contrived. The optimized point for storytelling is where the hero can, through good
planning and good skill, stack the odds in his favor to allow him to fight a superior
opponent on even terms. Thus, my experiences with gaming have informed my decision
to portray very powerful characters as being strong in both offensive power and defense
through skill avoidance of damage, but only moderate damage resistance.
My experiences across many different video game worlds have given me insight
into world-building that I could never have otherwise gained, and an appreciation for
well-reasoned, balanced, and appropriately complex combat systems (neither simplistic
or obscure). Hundreds of hours of participating in combat-driven storytelling have
informed my writing in an unexpected way to give my work believability in ways that the
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old masters of the genre had no access to. Because of this, I am not forced to limit
magical ability to only a few individuals under specific circumstances. Thus, I can create

I

I

I
'

II

a much more magically intense .world, that is gripping to audiences in ways that the more
magically limited novels do not.
One last source which has influenced my work is the online wikipedia-style

I

database known as TV Tropes. TV Tropes is a group effort by thousands of individuals

II

interested in fiction to codify the elements they frequently see in fiction, in order to be

I

able to analyze works of fiction more clearly and precisely. For instance, an object that
motivates characters in the story but serves no further purpose is called a MacGuffin
(named by Angus MacPhail and popularized by Alfred Hitchcock). Thus, the classic
masterpiece offantasy, The Lord of the Rings, uses what is known as a 'MacGuffin Escort
Mission' plot, because the One Ring, which motivates the characters in the story and sets
the events of the story in motion, could be replaced with The One Remaining Bottle of
Champagne, provided that throwing it in the fires of Mount Doom would destroy Sauron.
Other examples ofMacGuffins in serious works would be the Maltese Falcon from the
book of the same name and the true grail from the movie Indiana Jones and the Last
Crusade. Even this one example of a single element named and defined allows us to see
common threads across dozens (if not hundreds) of stories. The editors at TV Tropes are
quick to point out that the use of tropes does not automatically make a work better or
worse. In fact, all works can be distilled into the tropes the use. For example, I
intentionally try to .write an original story, yet even in looking solely at the morality of the
main character, we can find nearly many tropes that apply: Creepy Good (a good guy is
also scary), Good Is Not Nice (a character that is good, but whose actions are not pleasant
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or "nice"), Good Is Not Dumb (an inversion of the assumption that "good" people are
weak or naive), Good Is Not Soft (a character that is good nonetheless wholly obliterates
their enemies), and most importantly, Dark is Not Evil (a character whose appearance or
actions are similar to those that are used for evil purposes by evil characters, but are not
necessarily used for evil). At first glance, one might assume that simply codifying
recognized elements of fiction has little practical benefit for a writer. However, I found
that being able to abstract allowed me to make statements about the genre, which allows
for added conversation with members of my audience who are savvy to the genre. As an
example of this, the story opens on a MacGuffin plot: collecting the four artifacts of
power. However, by the end ofthe first nine chapters, it becomes clear that the remainder
of the story will certainly not revolve around the collecting of the four artifacts. Thus, I
use the trope directly (the four powerful artifacts are indeed the motivating elements at
the start of the story), and later subvert it (the four artifacts lose their importance as
motivating elements). By doing so, I make a subtle jab at fantasy stories that use
MacGuffin plots, and also indicate to veteran fantasy readers that I am equally
knowledgeable about the tropes associated with the genre, and am willing to subvert
classic tropes.
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EXCERPT
Of the thirty five thousand words in the manuscript thus far, the following one
thousand eight hundred that are excerpted offer unique perspective on the character of
Laitar, the central figure in the novel.
The Introduction of Laitar
In a valley hidden deep within the Aalian Mountains, a lone human traversed the
dangerous slopes. His sense told him to go on; that he was close to his quarry.
Finally, he came upon the clearing of the trees. He did not know why, but he
knew; this was the place. There was a feeling of majesty about the place-the tall trees
seemed to be columns of a grand and beautiful chapel. Yet at the same time it was
deceiving. The trees here were no taller here than anywhere else, nor were they special in
any way. No, the place itself was not grand, but something in it was.
Baron, heeding a call that had pulled at him relentlessly for many years, entered
the glade. Long had he hid from sight as he traveled alone, but now he hid no longer.
Boldly, he approached the man who stood alone in the glade. He looked the stranger in
the eyes, and, seeing the mark only he knew, knelt to one knee before him.
The Stranger, for his part, smiled, then frowned.
"Get up," he said. "As much as the Master would have servants, I would not. Your
coming is a harbinger of events to come, yet your presence must be voluntary if you
would go with me. All past vows and oaths aside-would you come with me now? The
only thing I assure you of is that where I go, there will be great danger and the potential
of great reward."
Baron thought for only a brief moment. As he stood, he said, "Master, I owe my
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life, more importantly, my Magic, to you and you alone. I will go. I will follow you,

I

I

though the earth swallow you up and the sky take you in. Till the death, I am yours-

1

II

again I swear it."

I'

I

I

"Then come, join me at my side. However, the past falls away. I am the Master no
more. Call me ... Laitar. Also, I would have you not as a servant, but as a friend. I have

I

I'

been gone from this realm for years. Where we go, you may be my guide, and perhaps I,

I

yours."

I

I

I

I
II

"Where do we go from here?''
"Kopatsur. The city ofthe Kopatsarins holds many secrets, both old and powerful.
Within the spires of its keep is a relic of immense power, simply known as the Jewel of
Flame. A battle is coming soon, and the one who masters the magic shall be the victor."

I

I

"Jewel of Flame? Battle? Is prophecy another of your new gifts, or will you be
starting this war yourself?"
Laitar laughed. "Those far greater than I have made this day what it shall be.
Come. The world races into darkness, and everything holds in the balance."
Laitar as Man and Monster
Euphemia asked, "But how does he use that black magic? What is that?"
"Complicated," Baron said. "Everyone knows that magic consists of elemental
powers-ice, fire, earth, wind, water, lightning, steam, and the like, right?"
Sophadon replied, "And you would have us believe otherwise?"
"Exactly, and I can prove it. Many years ago, I became able to do things that
others could not. When I move, I do not have to 'start running'. I can go from a dead stop
to my full speed instantly. I can also make things that are moving stop moving instantly,
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if they're close enough. What is more is that I can make slippery surfaces be easy to
tread, and also make the strongest grip like gripping ice. In short, I can break the laws of
motion as we know them.
"That change was caused by the being you know as Laitar."
Euphemia interjected, "Don't you mean person?"
"Person implies some things," Baron responded. "And you would be wise to not
assume anything about Laitar's character. He acts like us, seems like us, even has feelings
like one of us, but he stands on the boundary of something more. There are other things,
far worse than he is, whose very being scars the mind. When I first met him, he was a
monstrous thing. He looked like a human, but his magical aura shattered the illusion. He
was wounded, and his magic essence was hemorrhaging out in waves. I was the first to
meet him, and his magic changed me-gave me the magic I have today."
Sophadon said, "But you do not call him a monster now ... "
"Yes," replied Baron. "And for good reason. An age after I met the one I knew as
The Master, he and another creature bonded into one-they became a single thing. From
what I have discovered, such a merge requires absolute unity of will. I do not know why
he would do so, but whatever he has become because of it, he has become by choice. All
of this, I see as a benefit, because it has tempered his monstrosity with feeling. He was
once beyond that boundary, and may yet descend beyond it again. But though he is not
like us entirely, right now he is not beyond our reach."
Laitar, Destroyer and Preserver
Phaedra's whole body felt like it was on fire, and a crackling energy sprung to life
at her fingertips. Even as she held the power, it tore apart her hand. Explosive force
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propelled her as her body spun to deliver the blast to Laitar. But as she turned, she saw
only Laitar's palm, open in front of her face. It glowed with magic energy.
Laitar let the power loose. The shock emanating from his palm was invisible, but
the sound of it exploded through the room as the force unleashed into Phaedra's skull. .
Her broken body crumpled facedown to the floor. As all the mages in the room withdrew
their power, a silence settled on the room, broken only by the sound of Phaedra
whimpering.
Laitar knelt down beside Phaedra. He pulled Baron's swords from her back. He
turned her over and held her, cradling her in his arms. Her body was destroyed, and only
one of her eyes would open. As Euphemia and Sophadon gathered around, she looked
into Laitar's face. She tried to talk, saying "Where ... what?"
"You are dying, Phaedra," Laitar said. "Rozarc was controlling your mind. He
was using you to kill us all. I had to eliminate your companions and destroy your mind to
stop him."
She squinted at Laitar's face. "Is .. .is it really you?"
Laitar smiled weakly. Euphemia could see the tears welling up in his eyes as he
said, "Yes, Phaedra. It's really me."
"I always liked you. Had to hide it, but I always liked you."
"There is nothing I can do to save you, Phaedra," Laitar said quietly. "But... when I
reach that door myself, I will meet you on the other side."
Phaedra smiled, but then her face contorted in pain. "It hurts," she said, closing
her other eye. "It hurts so bad."
Laitar closed his eyes and held her close.
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Laitar as Protector .
Sophad on looked Laitar in the eye and clenched his fist. "How do you justifY this,

!
~

I
II
I
I
I

Laitar? You asked us to trust you, and now you have violated the sanctity of even our
own minds."
"No man can serve two masters," Laitar replied. "These bonds-these command
bonds-are mutually exclusive. Would any man want to serve a devil who can invade his
mind? Of course not! But what if you had no choice?" He turned to each of them in tum.

I

"All of you are more than mere mages. You are more than good mages. You are more

I

than great mages. You are all among the few who have the potential to be the strongest

I

who have ever lived on this world. Do you think for a moment that my enemy would fail

I

to snatch you up the moment he knew of your existence? See what he did to Phaedraand she had potential less than you."
Laitar shook his head. "I know I am a devil. I am an abomination-my presence
poisons this world with power it should not have seen for millenia. But those with my
bond of command cannot be afflicted with any other. Even Rozarc in all his power cannot
overcome the might of my mind. Once, I would have usurped control of the minds of
others without a thought, but now I desire only to save the lives of others from such a
fate."
Euphemia stepped close to Laitar, a look of care on her face. "Why the change of
heart?" she asked quietly.
Laitar grimaced at the unexpected insight. He sighed, and looked down. "I am not
a god," he said. "My nature remains, but time and again, my encounters with Rozarc have
weakened me. Were my past self able to see me now, he would have laughed. My army,
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once numbered in thousands, has dwindled to nothing more than a small band. But these
few," he said, motioning at those he was speaking to, "these friends of mine-we have

i
l

I
Ii

i

I

!

I

l
I

accomplished the impossible. We have given him his first taste of defeat.
"So I am rtot hopeless. Weak though I am, my work has come to fruition, and
fortune has smiled upon me. The risks I have taken have resolved in my favor. But I
know that fortune cannot last forever. What would happen were the winds of chance turn
away from me? I could not stand alone against even the weakest pawn ofRozarc. What
then when he sends his lieutenants, his personal bodyguard, or even himself? I have the
power to think with the speed of a hundred minds, but it is of no use when he knows
every one of them. Though my techniques and individual strengths remain, I have little
brute force at my command, and my enemy knows both my secrets and my methods for
making tactical decisions. He can out-think me and out-fight me at every turn."
"He hungers after power, as do I. But no atrocity is beneath him. Without others
aiding me, this world shall fall. From this world, he will assault all others, until the last
land falls before him. And this world is already nearly in his grasp."
"And so it comes to this: Night is falling all around us, and we are the only
stronghold against that final twilight. From this bastion, we will arm ourselves with the
weapons and armor crafted by the disciples of the Master. We will find the greatest
thinkers, the strongest fighters, the most potent mages. We will take them under our
wing-not as slaves or minions, but as companions and friends. We will strengthen them
a thousandfold and together usher in the light of dawn."
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My "second presentation" for my work was to distribute my manuscript to readers
who would be part of my target demographic and receive feedback from them. Though it
was distributed to nineteen readers, only seven of those readers responded. However,

l

these seven form a representative sample of readers: fantasy veterans and fantasy

!

credentials of my readers, and then consider their responses to the Review Template that

I
I

I'

illiterates, professional and amateur users of the English language. I will review the

was included in my proposal, while giving commentary and reflection about their

I

feedback along the way. Afterward, I will include reflection from additional comments
made by readers, as well was consider what I learned from attempting this project.
Readers:
Scott Gardner: Theology major at Olivet Nazarene University. Self-professed as new to
the fantasy genre.
David Myers: College student (not at Olivet). Veteran of reading fiction and fantasy.
Glenn Hinkley: Engineering student at Olivet Nazarene University. Avid player and game
master of Dungeons and Dragons.
Janet Johnston: Former English teacher, and current high school librarian. Long time
reader of fantasy.
Samantha [last name withheld]: Female high school senior.
Gabe [last name withheld]: Male high school junior.
Eddie Ellis: Professor of theology at Olivet Nazarene University, with an undergraduate
degree in English.
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Quality:
1) Is the narrative consistent with itself? Are there places where it is self-contradicting?

Scott Gardner: The narration is hard to grasp in the beginning (as stated above) but as the
story flows the narration becomes very consistent. And I do not find any selfcontradictions within it either.

David Myers: The narrative seemed fine to me. I don't think I like the use of the
"interlude" portions. Because you're using 3'd person onmicient for narration, I feel like
you could just make the interludes into normal chapters, especailly since you have some
characters from the main chapters make appearances in the interludes. I think that calling
them interludes made too much of a separation b/t them and the other chapters, especailly
since Baron was in one of the interludes.

Glenn Hinkley: The story, plot wise, is consistent with itself. Some of the connotations
of the language you chose, mainly those that concern Laitar, seem to contradict, but after
discussion with you it is appropriate

Janet Johnston: I thought the narrative was consistent-a bit convoluted in parts but
consistent.

Samantha: At times, no, the book was not consistent. For example, you mention this
"dark" or "black" light emanating from Laitar. The statement seems contradictory within
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itself. Also, be careful that your characters actions are consistent. "Laitar was spun

!-

backward, falling to his knees" (5). That doesn't seem to be physically possible.

Gabe: Yes; no.

Eddie Ellis: Consistent for the most part. I noted a few questions on the manuscript; some
may arise simply from my misunderstanding.

Author Reflection: Responses seemed to range all over the place on this first question. It
seemed like some readers simply had things they wanted to say, whereas others were
merely the victim of my inability to be clear on what exactly I was asking (thus providing
a valuable lesson in thinking long and hard about what questions I am asking when I ask
for feedback). Most readers came to the conclusion that the story did not contradict itself,
which is an essential element in writing fantasy. Anyone can make up any fantasy world,
but the real test of quality is whether the rules laid down within that world are either
always followed, or justified when they are broken.
Glenn's reference to a discussion with me is referencing a discussion he and I had
after he had read only the first chapter, where I cleared up a few ambiguities he had
encountered from interpreting words differently from the connotation I had intended.
Janet's comment about the narrative being convoluted definitely hits home with
me, because I would agree with her wholeheartedly. However, I would say that the
convoluted nature of the narrative is both good and bad: it attests to a story that is
complex, but also implies that the complexity creates difficulties in understanding.
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Samantha's comments about elements which seemed self-contradictory are
examples of paradox and ambiguous writing, respectively. The black light, most
frequently emanated from the eyes of the character Laitar, is intended to be a paradox, as
it both allows for visibility in areas where no other light exists, and simultaneously
darkens bright environments. The closest real-world equivalent would be lamps which
emit only ultraviolet light; however, the analogy does not hold perfectly, because some
items glow under the influence of ultraviolet light, whereas Laitar's black light does not
have that effect. In essence, this is intended as a paradox that does not exist in our world,
but can exist in worlds where magic is an everyday fact of life. Additionally, in the scene
Samantha refers to, Laitar is knocked backwards and spun by the force of an explosion. I
believe that if the force of the push from the explosion is not overwhelming, and applies a
rotational force to the body, it is quite possible to land on hands and knees without falling
entirely prone.
Having read many of the comments from the manuscript Ellis refers to, I can
confirm that many of his questions arise from interpreting words and phrases differently
than I had intended them to be interpreted when I wrote them. This certainly is not the
fault of the readers, and indicates that some of the more ambiguous usages of terms and
phrases should be reworked. However, one mistake that Ellis noted in the manuscript was
that I refer to the character of Zauk as being both a Kavasz and a Kopatsarin-a crippling
inconsistency caused by an error. Zauk is in fact a Kavasz.
However, as a whole, I am happy with the feedback I received on consistency.
Many minor elements caused problems for the readers, and these should not be
overlooked. However, on the macro scale, none of my readers were able to find major
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elements of the story that contradicted each other. In my eyes, this earns me a pass on one
of the most critical elements of quality in the fantasy genre.

2) Is the tension believable? Are there places in the story that are either boring or overdramatic?

Scott Gardner: Personally, no. I did not find any point in the story boring, only building
and appropriate for the time.

David Myers: I can definitely feel tension in the piece and the story is awesome.
Something that made parts a little boring ... that's not the right word .. .less suspense full,
was Laitar's near omnicience and mostly limitless power. Even though the other
characters often (or usually) didn't know what was going on or how they were going to
win, Laitar pretty much knew both. I wasn't really ever worried because Laitar wasn't
either.

Glenn Hinkley: There was one or two scenes that seemed overdramatic towards the
beginning, but overall it was a nice mix of action and character development

Janet Johnston: I'm still not sure what the central tension is-I know the upcoming war
and stuff, but I'm still unsure about the why's. I got a little glassy-eyed in the Raewahg
the Elder parts-too much info. In fact, even though I know this is the beginning and we
need exposition, I feel we were hit with too much information at once throughout. Let me
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discover the info as I need it.

Samantha: I know the tension is supposed to be there, but it does not seem to be tangible
tome.

Gabe: Yes [the tension is believable]; very few [sections where the story is either boring
or overdramatic], mainly overdramatic when involving Laitar.

Eddie Ellis: I think the tension in the story works. The narrative flows and holds my
interest. Action sequences are well done; the more cerebral material is interesting.

Author Reflection: The wide variety of responses in this section is not only
understandable, but expected. Much ofthe external conflict with the character of Rozarc
and his minions is only hinted at, while the main conflict of the story-the morality of the
character of Laitar-is intentionally left for readers to discover on their own. One
question which Glenn Hinkley asked me in discussion was (paraphrased) "Is Laitar
supposed to be a good guy or a bad guy?". This is exactly what I want my readers to ask
themselves.
David makes a great point that throughout most of what was written, Laitar is
portrayed as being in perfect control. However, while it does have the negative side effect
of informing the savvy reader that there is nothing to be feared, it also characterizes
Laitar well, which makes Laitar's shock and horror in Chapter Five all the more dramatic.
Others may feel differently, but I view it as a self-balancing flaw.
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Janet's comments imply that the conveyance of the conflict is impeded by bulky
exposition. Her comment is justified, but in my eyes, the suggestion is worse than the
problem, but for. a completely different reason. Without understanding of the magical
system in which Laitar is working, the technical side of his actions loses meaning, and
thus fails to create tension. It would be similar to a space captain in a science fiction
novel saying "Power to the forward humbuckers!" without first explaining that
humbuckers are boring devices used to penetrate solid materials. Without context, there is
no conflict.
In her additional comments at the end of the review, Janet notes that gender may
have played a role in the understanding of the novel. I would agree with her assessment.
Though I never intend to block out any potential readers, having the conflict revolve
around a character's desire for personal power would exclude any for whom that conflict
holds no weight. Furthermore, all ofthe male readers indicated approval of the conflict,
whereas the female readers indicated disapproval. While correlation does not necessarily
imply causation, correlation of this degree does imply that the potential for causation
should be strongly considered.
Some readers noted that Laitar was overdramatic, especially at the beginning of
the story. I absolutely agree with them, and would use this as a great example of how my
writing style matured throughout the year and a half in which I wrote the novel.
In terms of whether I succeeded in conveying the conflict, I would argue that
there was some small failure, but also a major success. The failure was in not strongly
connecting the more accessible external conflict's threat (the character Phaedra) with its
source (the character Rozarc), which left some readers unconnected to what the external
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conflict was all about. Those that failed to notice the internal conflict of the character of
Laitar had nothing to go on. However, the major success was in not bludgeoning the
reader with the major conflict of Laitar's morality, while still making it clear enough for
sharp readers to catch.

3) Was anything just too far beyond the "suspension of disbelief'?

Scott Gardner: As a fantasy novel anything can be expected and the level of depth and
detailed eluded at in this novel nothing was to far-fetched.

David Myers: No, It was not a stretch for me to suspend my disbelief. That could be in
part because fantasy is my genre of choice to read so I am familiar with a lot of this kind
of stuff, but I don't think you did anything that you didn't explain in some way.

Glenn Hinkley: No, everything fit the fantasy genre

Janet Johnston: I didn't find that any of it went too far.

Samantha: Fantasy is fantasy. It goes above and beyond what is believed to be true. That's
why it's fantasy. :)

Gabe:No.
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Eddie Ellis: Not for. me.

Author Reflection: David's comment cuts to the core ofthe issue-every strange event or
decision is justified, making the work as a whole not break the suspension of disbelief.
While the novel is indeed a fantasy novel, characters need to act in self-consistent ways,
otherwise the suspension of disbelief is shattered. However, the comments from my
readers confirm that this was not the case. Without anything inappropriate for the
situation to break it, the suspension of disbelief survived the novel. This was the result of
conscious effort, and so I am pleased as the writer to get this feedback.

4) Did each character feel unique? Did each character create their own impression, or did
they blend together?

Scott Gardner: Each character was very unique and again as I have stated many times,
well developed with lots of depth. They each became their "own person" and showed
how their individual traits benefited the plot as a whole.

David Myers: Each character felt pretty unique and original. I feel like the other
characters were slightly limited in the impressions that they could potentially make
because Liatar was so prominent. He seemed kind of like a crutch for them actually.

Glenn Hinkley: I feel like I don't have any idea who Baron is, he had almost no dialogue,
nothing from his perspective. I understood Laitar more than him.
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Janet Johnston: Some characters stand out as unique such as Laitar and Sophadon and to
a lesser extent Baron and Euphemia, but the others just sort of run together. I think there
were too many characters thrown at us at once. I didn't really care for any of the
characters other than those I just mentioned.

Samantha: As much as you develop the story, I feel as though your characters aren't
developed enough. They need to grow throughout the story. You seem to have their
surface personalities down, though.

Gabe: Yes; the only "blenders" were the Kopatsarin mages that are underlings, so that's
fine.

Eddie Ellis: Overall, I think the characters are well drawn. Baron needs to come to life a
little more, I think.

Author Reflection: The overall impression that I got from the reviews was that Laitar
stands out excessively, while other characters, especially Baron, do not seem developed
at all. Baron's failure to become developed is definitely a problem for the novel. No other
character can begin the novel, since none others have the same personal loyalty to Laitar
that Baron has. However, Baron exists as a foil to another character, Wracker. By the time
section one ends, Wracker is only included only in an interlude, with no interaction
between him and Baron. While I believe that Baron's lack of development will be
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resolved. as the novel continues, that does not justify that he seems to just sit around for
many chapters. The novel as a whole would benefit from showing instances where he
begins to act out his change in beliefs (his former belief being that his power was static
and could not grow).
However, in terms of whether two characters seemed to be identical, my readers
indicate that they saw examples of this only in the background characters.
Overall, I am pleased with how my readers did not find critical flaws in
characters. Writing each character as a unique individual was certainly a challenge for
me, as a self-professed introvert. It is unsurprising that I wrote Sophadon and Laitar most
effectively, since they are most similar to me in personality.

5) Did the dialect and speaking style of characters stay consistent, or fluctuate without
reason?

Scott Gardner: The only fluctuation I encountered was from Laitar, who as the story
progressed showed more of himself. So this fluctuation is very normal and works well to
keep the story moving in its pace.

David Myers: The dialect was awesome save for one part. In chapter five you use some
language like "interface" and "hacking" These words sound very technological and
modem and seemed out of place in a fantasy setting. I don't think that you did that
anywhere else, but the techy language did take me out of the narration for that part.
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Glenn Hinkley: As far as I could tell, they stayed consistent.

Janet Johnston: I thought at first that the dialogue was too stilted and archaic, but then it
got a more natural as it went--either I got used to it or it change-I'm not sure which, but
I think the style changed; I liked the informal better.

Samantha: Ifl may suggest, keep the dialect and the actual writing separate. What I mean
by that is that I can see that you are writing quite formally, which I personally enjoy;
however, the dialect and writing blur together. You seem to be writing in dialect
sometimes even when the characters aren't talking, and it doesn't seem to fit well.
Overall, your dialect is a great part of the story which fits the setting, and it does flow
better as I read on.

Gabe: Stay consistent.

Eddie Ellis: Didn't notice any serious inconsistency. I thought the young herbalist girl
sounded a bit too American.

Author Reflection: Two readers here noted how the writing style changed as the story
progressed, and indicated that the end parts are better than the beginning. This was
excellent to hear, because it indicated real growth in my writing ability as I went on.
However, it also indicates a need for better editing.
The inclusion of "techy" words in Chapter Five is intentional. The concept is
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computer hacking is nearly a direct analogy to the style of mind invasion that can be
practiced by the best mages, and thus I intentionally referenced hacking. Furthermore,
hacking implies skill and cunning, instead of the application of brute force power, which
was another positive connotation. Also, the use of technical terms legitimizes Laitar'.s
actions as an expression of skill in ways that not using them would have amounted to
stating "And Laitar did another very awesome magic trick."
Samantha is right on track when she noted that I sometimes slipped into the
diction my characters were using while I was writing the narrative. Guilty as charged,
especially in the interludes. this is something I will amend on the next major editing pass.
Overall though, almost all indications here are positive, and all other things which
have been noted as potential flaws by readers were intentional.

6) Was the magic system well explained? Was it consistent with itself?

Scott Gardner: The magic was very well explained; the use of the interludes was a very
sweet touch. It created an easy and effective way to explain the realm you have created
without destroying the pace you had created in the storyline.

David Myers: I think you've created an awesome and functional world of magic. I saw no
contradictions (except for Laitar and Baron but they're supposed to be) :P so the answer
is yes, it was consistent.

Glenn Hinkley: The magic system was hard to understand up until after the chapter after
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the first .classroom setting

Janet Johnston: The magic system was too well explained. I need the gist of the details
not all of them.

Samantha: The magic system was a bit too well explained to the point that it becomes a
bit boring. Let readers use a bit of their imagination.

Gabe: The magic system was well explained, and interludes I &n II were genius-very
consistent.

Eddie Ellis: At points the system is hard to grasp, probably because it is very abstract. I'm
not entirely sure whether or not it is inconsistent, because I don't entirely understand it. I
can't point to an inconsistency.

Author Reflection: I would regard the answers I received to this question as indicative of
a phenomenal success for the novel. The magic system is a very important aspect of the
story to me, and one that I invested in heavily. Notably, those familiar with fantasy
considered it too well explained, while those new to the genre either considered the
amount of explanation to be good, or good but with the caveat that the system as a whole
is hard to grasp. The primary motivation for putting the very first interludes into the story
was to explain the magic system, so that could be well defined at the very start of the
novel. Two of my readers specifically noted them as being excellent, which is heartening
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news for me as a writer, because including interludes like I did was a major break from
normal writing form, and thus a dangerous risk.

7) Was the style of the narrative consistent throughout the.book?

Scott Gardner: [no answer]

David Myers: Yup, awesome narrative. The only thing I was a little leary about was the
preesentation of the interludes.

Glenn Hinkley: At first, it was rather choppy, it didn't flow very well. Later on, I was
hooked and ended up reading it 'til two in the morning

Janet Johnston: The narrative is very consistent

Samantha: I mentioned the inconsistencies with the writing versus the dialect. Also,
please watch that you do not revert to slang or cliches. Watch that you do not slip into
informalities if you wish to write formally. Using to word exhausted, or something of the
like, instead ofthe word "spent," for example.

Gabe: Yes

Eddie Ellis: For the most part, consistent. I've marked some points where I think the
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language is rather flat or cliched and needs to be brought to life. At those points, I think
you should find more vivid/original ways of painting the picture you want the reader to
see. This is my biggest criticism, and I think you are a good enough writer to fix the
problem. I marked at least one place where I thought the language was a bit overly .
dramatic. I remember (I don't think I marked this one) the word "ubiquitous." It seemed a
bit overwrought to me.

Author Reflection: Many of my readers note; both here and elsewhere, that the style of
the narrative improved as the story went on, which I have already noted but once again
confirm. Two readers here specifically note that I occasionally slipped into using cliches
during my writing. After looking through the manuscript given to me by professor Ellis, I
must confirm that they are correct, and my intent of being original obviously failed to
continue into my writing style. Though disappointing for me as a writer to realize, these
issues can be resolved to increase the quality of the story, without losing any of the flavor
that makes it unique.

Style and World:
1) Did the story feel like an epic struggle between good and evil?

Scott Gardner: In a sense no. The depth you created seemed to blur the lines of good and
evil, pegging Laitar on both sides at the same time in some areas. But as the story
developed the lines became clearer and the epicosity (no this is not a word) of the story
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was appropriately built.

David Myers: Yes, but there was more to it than that. There are definitely big powers at
work here, but I liked Laitar esepecially because you can't be too sure of where exactly
he stands.

Glenn Hinkley: No, the only good and evil I saw was in Laitar. The other characters
seemed neutral

Janet Johnston: It felt epic but it was not a cut and dried good verses evil. I am unsure
who exactly the bad guys are and why they are bad-that needs to be worked on. Make
me care about the good guys more.

Samantha: The story does seem "epic," but the lines between "good" and "evil" are
blurred. I cannot exactly tell who is "good" or "evil."

Gabe: Yes

Eddie Ellis: For a while, I wondered whether either side in the struggle was truly good.
Laitar's explanation at the end at least presents his enemy as evil and Laitar's cause as
just. I'm still not sure the Laitar is more than the lesser of two evils.

Author Reflection: Personally, I am thrilled at the responses I got for this question. The
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consensus among readers is that the story is epic, but most did not consider an internal
struggle between good and evil in the main character to be an appropriate struggle.
However, all readers that justified their view noted that there was no direct answer to
whether the character of Laitar is good or evil, which is exactly what was intended. As a
'~

I~

writer, I am ecstatic to know that even though many o my readers did not understand the
importance of Laitar's inner struggle, all of my readers were able to see that internal
struggle. This strikes the balance exactly where I had hoped to strike it.

2) Did the world feel "big" and "epic"?

Scott Gardner: YES. I do not feel like I need to explain this, but simply the world you
have created is just plain E.P.I.C. (for the reason of appropriate suspense build, the
vastness of the races, the vastness of the world itself, and the use of other dimensions
[notably the magical dimension])

David Myers: Yes, it did. After reading, I felt that there was a lot that we weren't able to
see in these few chapters alone.

Glenn Hinkley: No, not really.

Janet Johnston: I felt the big and the epic-I think because of the alternative
chapter/character aspect.
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Samantha:The story does seem "epic," but the lines between "good" and "evil" are
blurred. I cannot exactly tell who is "good" or "evil." [same answer as for question I of
this section]

Gabe: Absolutely

Eddie Ellis: Big? Geographically speaking, not necessarily. The struggle does seem epic,
at least when we find out what is really going on. We get hints of the importance of the
struggle when Laitar begins explaining things to the two Kopatsarins on the journey.

Author Reflection: Though I tend to take the more cynical standpoint that I have not
shown enough of the world to properly reflect its sheer scope (as noted by Ellis and
Hinkley), I am glad that the allusions to the world being larger created the illusion that
the world really was that large for the majority of my readers. Personally, I think the
setting as a whole needs much more work before it comes into its own as an excellent
element of the story, but the feedback from my readers indicates that I am not as poor in
this as I had expected.

3) Was the world described in too little detail, too much detail, or just the right amount of
detail?

Scott Gardner: In my sight the world had ')ust the right amount of detail," you neither
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expounded to heavily of one area or too little, but you progress your detail throughout
creating a captivating read.

David Myers: The world itself? I would actually say too little. You do an awesome job of
giving us unique believable characters and a wonderful job of explaining how the magic
and some of the politics go, but (looking back) I think that I had to work a little harder to
visualize exactly .where things were taking place. You may want to ask other people about
this specifically, as I am a fan of "Tolkein" ammounts of physical description, but I think
that adding some more detail of what the landscape looks like certainly wouldn't hurt
your piece. I think that I was able to get some sort of an image because of my familiarity
with fantasy, but I feel like I had to paint that picture or at least fill in the dots myself
rather than have you paint it.

Glenn Hinkley: Too little detail

Janet Johnston: I liked the physical description of the places and events but there was
way too much backstory for each place--concentrate more on the characters.

Samantha: I felt as though there was too much detail at one time. Details are important,
but maybe span them out some, possibly. A story grows as the characters do and visa
versa, then as the story progresses, we should get more detail. You are doing that, but
there's too much information in one sitting.
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Gabe: Just right, with room for more.

Eddie Ellis: Level of detail seems about right, overall.

Author Reflection: I think David Myers is spot-on in his assessment. I tend to give the
right amount of detail on the micro level, such as individual rooms and chambers, but fail
to give a picture of what the world at large is like. Also, I felt as though my description is
either "on" or "off', without a middle ground that gives some amount of detail at all
times, instead of all the detail at once or no detail at all. Those readers that are most
familiar with the genre noted and commented on this lack of detail, which readers who
were being introduced the to genre unaware that detail was missing. This is perhaps a
judgment on the level of detail expected in fantasy works as opposed to other works, but
in this case, I believe the demand for detail is justified by the fact that the story does not
take place in an environment where we can assume the same details that we would be
able to assume for a story that takes place on earth.

4) Was the style ofthe narrative enjoyable?

Scott Gardner: Yes, I loved it. The flow it created helped to continue the pace and keep
the suspense building. Well done!

David Myers: Absolutely.
[David made comments about the style of the narrative in his response to the first
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and seventh questions in the section on Quality. I include them here, since I will respond
to them here]
[From question I] I don't think I like the use of the "interlude" portions. Because
you're using 3'd person omnicient for. narration, I feel like you could just make the
interludes into normal chapters, especailly since you have some characters from the main
chapters make appearances in the interludes. I think that calling them interludes made too
much of a separation b/t them and the other chapters, especailly since Baron was in one
of the interludes.
[From question 7] Yup, awesome narrative. The only thing I was a little leary
about was the preesentation of the interludes.

Glenn Hinkley: The latter section definitely was, the former section was ok.

Janet Johnston: I enjoyed reading most of it-at first I thought it sounded to formal and
cold and too "Lord of the Ring" ish but as it went on it got better.

Samantha: I felt as though there was too much detail at one time. Details are important,
but maybe span them out some, possibly. A story grows as the characters do and visa
versa, then as the story progresses, we should get more detail. You are doing that, but
there's too much information in one sitting. [same as question 3 in this section]

Gabe: Yes
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Eddie Ellis: Yes (but see # 7 above).

Author Reflection: Once again, we see the growth in my writing ability as time goes on,
but a consensus of approval.
David critiques the use of interludes, which was not a response I expected. In my
eyes, the interludes were well justified, but this is another confirmation of how the same
element can be called genius by one reader, and be disliked by another. Given the use of
interludes as points of relief from the tension of the main narrative, I will not change
them in what I have written, or change how I write future chapters, except ifthere arises a
situation where no interlude is needed for either breaking the tension or providing
additional information.

Philosophy:
I) Do you feel that the beliefs and philosophies of the characters were presented
reasonably and rationally?

Scott Gardner: Yes, each had their own take on life and reflected it well with their
actions.

David Myers: Yes, I feel like any questions I may have had were explained or I had
reason to belive that they would be.

Glenn Hinkley: No, because I couldn't really understand the goals of anyone but Laitar
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Janet Johnston: I don't feel as ifl have a real handle of the beliefs of the characters. I
know what they tell us but I don't really feel it.

Samantha: Yes

Gabe: Yes; they have beliefs based on their race and interactions and each is well
displayed.

Eddie Ellis: As far as I understood them, yes.

Author Reflection: As a writer, I am disappointed that some of my readers were unable to
either understand or care about the beliefs ofthe characters, but I am unable to discern
whether that was simply because they did not identify with the characters or whether it
was a flaw of the writing itself. The consensus seems to be that these beliefs and
philosophies were well presented, but the disconnect for some readers represents the
potential for problems that should not be ignored.

2) Do any characters seem to hold reasonless beliefs? Did any characters seem to hold
views in contradiction to what their knowledge of reality?

Scott Gardner: Not that I could tell, but there could be underlying beliefs that have little
or no reason.
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David Myers: No to both. I mean, Baron and Laitar have views in contradiction of other
people's reality, but that's not really an issue ;)

Glenn Hinkley: See 1

Janet Johnston: The characters were reasonable and held to their belief systems and even
changed their beliefs as they went along, but I just didn't care enough for them to care
about their beliefs. Make me care about them more.

Samantha: No, the characters were pretty consistent with themselves.

Gabe: No. Humans believe magic-users (unless they are one) ar just highly talented.

Eddie Ellis: I did not notice problems of that sort.

Author Reflection: The template for review was written before the novel itself, so that the
novel would stand against an objective analysis, instead of risking the review template
being designed to complement the strengths of the work. However, this had lead to this
question, which is not as relevant to my work as I had guessed it might be. Why people
believe what they believe has not tended to be a central theme.

3) [Optional] This story was intended to be written as a tale not in contradiction with
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Christian worldviews. Do you feel that the story is in conflict with Christian teaching?

Scott Gardner: No, as a Theology major and knowing that you attend a Christian school, I
directly paid attention to this in the beginning of the book. I found that you used many
social aspects of today and merged them with a Christian backdrop. Yes, your Christian
backdrop is hard to pick through but never the less it is there.

David Myers: Actually, I could pick up Christian undertones or foundations throuhout the
piece. I don't think that you contradicted it at all.

Glenn Hinkley: This is a fantasy novel...Christianity doesn't exist in this realm, therefore
it is unreasonable to compare the two

Janet Johnston: I don't feel that the story in any way conflicts with Christian teachings.

Samantha: I don't believe that it conflicts with Christian beliefs in the slightest.

Gabe: Not at all. It hasn't discussed any other "gods," just powerful being in opposing
dimensions. God may have made those dimensions as well? No clashing.

Eddie Ellis: Difficult question. It certainly contains a great deal of violence. One who
believes that Christians are called to absolute pacifism might answer "yes." On the other
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hand, the protagonists are not the aggressors or oppressors. The story is, of course, based
on a cosmology entirely different from that of Christianity. Bottom line: my Christian
convictions would not move me to forbid my children to read it.

Author Reflection: I am surprised that all of my reviews answered the way they did. My
work contains copious amounts of violence, dismemberment, and death. Blood itself is
described as a power source. The main character behaves in ways that make the reader
question whether he is even a good character. I assumed that at least one reader would tell
me how my work was similar to the occult. However, I did indeed work to tell the story
from a Christian perspective: the issues of morality, violence, self-sacrifice, and death are
themes because I believe they are relevant for Christians in the real world as well.

Originality:

1) Did the story feel like it was simply a tale written in the worlds created by other
popular works of literature or gaming, or did it seem to be its own, unique world?

Scott Gardner: As to as little fantasy I have read this story seems to be very unique but
still posses similar quality as it is of that genre. Great ideas throughout.

David Myers: It seemed very unique to me. I've read things where my only thought was
"wow, you just successfully published a blatant Tolkein plagerism, congratulations." Your
world/story and all are definitely your own. You can see similarities with other works
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within the genre, but that comes with the genre itself and is not only expected but
welcomed. Well done!

Glenn Hinkley: This novel definitely had several unique twists that I have never seen
before

Janet Johnston: I'm not into gaming and at first it seemed too much like other fantasy
worlds I've read, but I'm not sure that really is a problem. I've always felt that it's the
characters that matter far more than the world itself.

Samantha: The story was original and nnique, I believe. I enjoy the fantasy genre and had
difficulty comparing the story to anything I've read or watched.

Gabe: No, except for Laitar. After looking at his name, it appeared to me as Altair-the
protagonist ofthe first Assassin's Creed book.

Eddie Ellis: Well, I haven't read a lot of fantasy, and I don't play video games, but I think
you've created a new world, though the influence of other authors' worlds inevitably
shows up. (Earthsea, the Star Trek Universe)

Author Reflection: I found an interesting trend in responses among my readers. The most
genre savvy found my work unique in the field, while those with less exposure (or less
interest in fantasy worlds being unique) noted the work as being similar to others in the
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field or having some similarities to other works of fiction in general. I choose not to draw
any conclusions from this, because I cannot discern whether those familiar with the genre
saw it as unique because so many works within the genre "live in Tolkien's backyard," or
whether those unfamiliar with the genre were making unsupported or erroneous claims.
However, the impression from readers is that although some elements have passing
similarities to other works, my novel does not imitate others. David Myers' comment is
an example of exactly what I was working hard to avoid-being yet another Tolkien
plagiarism.
This is very heartening to me as a writer, because originality was one of my core
goals going into this project, and I am joyful that I have not failed in that goal.

2) Was the density of new terms and concepts too much to be thoroughly digested, or too
little to seem like an original world?

Scott Gardner: The new terms seemed at first very hard to "digest" but as you illustrated
them in context they are appropriated addressed and are (as far I know) completely
original.

David Myers: No, the only issue I had with terms were the "modern/techy" ones. I think
that was the only time that I had to put myself back into the story.

Glenn Hinkley: The names were a tad on the odd side and hard to remember, but most of
the magic and location terms were not too complex
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Janet Johnston: Yes, the density was too much for me-l got lost in the details and lost
the big picture.

Samantha: There were a lot of technical things with magic and explanations. It's also
difficult to make magic seem different in different stories. It is what it is.

Gabe: Neither. If it was too much, it was only because I read it too fast.

Eddie Ellis: It was quite dense at points. Placing explanations in the context of the elder's
lectures, where they could be digested without competing with the action of the narrative,
was a good move. I'm still not sure I get it all.

Author Reflection: Density of new concepts is always a touchy subject in new intellectual
properties. If the work contains too many new concepts, or does not effectively teach its
new concepts, it is disregarded as arcane and overly complex. On the other hand, a work
that introduces no new concepts is likely a simple reworking of another piece of art
(whether that is a novel, a campaign setting in Dungeons and Dragons, or a video game).
Therefore, striking a balance was absolutely critical to me to accomplish both my goal of
being accessible to new fantasy readers and creating an original story. However, though
my work had many new concepts all revealed at once, using good teaching technique as
part of telling my story (breaking away to an interlude segment where Raewahg could
teach his students what I wished to teach my readers) allowed me to include a level of
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new concept density that would have otherwise been impossible, confirming the value of
using the interlude system I created.

3) Did any races, places, or characters seem mere analogues to their counterparts in other
stories? On the other hand, were any "normal" given a new name or title for no reason?

Scott Gardner: All of the races (and places and characters) seemed to be unique in their
own individual way and have their own advantages and disadvantages over other races,
places, or characters. I am unsure what this question [whether everyday things were
renamed] means, in all honesty, but I do not believe anything in your story was named for
no reason.

David Myers: No, I don't think so. Everything you had was unique and had a reason.

Glenn Hinkley: I do not understand this question

Janet Johnston: I just wanted to see the races and characters developed more. How do
they interrelate? How do they feel about each other?

Samantha: There will always be comparable races; it's difficult to get away from that. It's
unavoidable, but it's not a problem. Renaming the races is fine, I suppose. Consider it a
difference oflanguages. Dwarf in the French language is "Nain." They are the same, but
with different names. Or you could go all Shakespeare. "A rose by any other name smells
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just as sweet." My point is that the names are fine.

Gabe: No. Kopatsarins appear to be efficient humans; Humans are ... human; the Aalians,
angels; and the Kavasz are humans infused with magic that speed the evolutionary
process as needed by each individual's family.

Eddie Ellis: I didn't spot any analogues.

Author Reflection: Gabe's response is the most enlightening for me as a writer. Although
he is not technically right, he does strike at some of the core themes or similarities of
each race he describes. This was helpful to me, because it showed that I was able to
convey the core characteristics of each race without the description becoming "These are
renamed elves," or "These are just orcs with a different name."
The other question for this section refers to the ridiculous trend of some science
fiction and fantasy works giving fantastic names to mere mundane objects, creatures, or
ideas. Loyalty does not need to be called Trelleos, rabbits do not need to be called
Smeerps, and a pencil sharpener does not need to be referred to as a Writing Utensil
Pointifier. Even a fantasy story can (and should) contain mundane elements, and there is
no need to rename these to create a false sense of originality or uniqueness.

Entertainment:
1) Did you like the story?
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Scott Gardner: I thoroughly enjoyed this story, it's sheer detail and immenseness
captivated me. It led me to truly want to read it.

David Myers: Heck yes! I am looking forward to seeing this come to completiong and
myself reading an autographed novel or two (or three .... ) Much sadness ifthis doesn't
continue.

Glenn Hinkley: YES!

Janet Johnston: [Unfortunately, this question was not on the document given to this
reader. Therefore, any information used to answer this question is taken potentially out of
context from her additional comments] I liked the story but it seemed too bogged down in
details and I wanted to care about the characters more-maybe just introduce a few
characters at a time and let the action develop the other characters?

Samantha: [Unfortunately, this question was not on the document given to this reader.]

Gabe: [Unfortunately, this question was not on the document given to this reader. ]

Eddie Ellis: Yes!

2) Was the story fun to read?
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Scott Gardner: Yes, this story was a blast to read and I might even read it over in my
spare time!

I

I

I'

David Myers: Yes it was, I liked it a lot!

'

I
I

I
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Glenn Hinkley: YES!

Janet Johnston: [Unfortunately, this question was not on the document given to this
reader.]

Samantha: [Unfortunately, this question was not on the document given to this reader. ]

Gabe: [Unfortunately, this question was not on the document given to this reader. ]

Eddie Ellis: Yes! You are a talented writer.

Author Reflection: These last two questions were added in the final revision of the review
template, and thus were not on the sheet distributed to some readers. The first asks
whether the story in the abstract is considered enjoyable, and the second concerns
whether the writing style was enjoyable (a good story can be told poorly, and a bland
story can be told well). Fortunately, the answer to both of these question was a
unanimous yes from all readers who responded. For me as an author, the questions of
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consistency, originality, meaning, and entertainment are the most important. Thus, that I
received what I consider positive responses in all of these categories is incredibly
meaningful to me, and validates the investment I put into this project.

Some additional comments I received from my readers were that the quotes at the
start of each chapter were an excellent addition. When I first started writing, I had no
intention of including quotes at the start of chapters. However, I found that starting each
chapter with an appropriate quote could focus my writing much more tightly on the
themes important to that chapter. Thus, the quotes ended up serving as both a writing aid
for me and a perk for my readers.
Secondly, despite the comments by a couple of my readers, the overall impression
I have received from readers is that the depth of my characters, specifically the character
of Laitar, is as one reader put it, "astounding."
Lastly, the universal contempt for the writing style of the first few chapters made
me very glad that I waited until this point of maturity to share my work, as reviews based
off of my earlier writing could have crushed my desire to continue.

There are so many things about writing a novel that surprised me as I worked
through this project, such as what works influenced me and how to go about the writing
process. Even in reading the reviews, I am learning that the themes of my novel may be
best suited for one gender, and seeing how my work stood up to critique.
One of the major surprises for me as a writer was just how important my
experiences as a garner were in creating an excellent work of fiction. When I first
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proposed writing a fantasy novel, I did not include my experience as a player of fantasy
roleplaying games (whether on the computer or through paper and pencil), because I
believed that such experience was immaterial to the work. But in hindsight, I should have
listed those credentials first, despite how the "professional" community would react to
them, because those experience were the greatest influences on my ability to create an
excellent magic system, which forms the backbone of the whole multiverse (multiple
universes existing in parallel). Also, there were nights when I chose to run a game of
Dungeons and Dragons instead of write my novel. At the time, I felt guilty for those,
because it seemed as though I was slacking off and avoiding doing my work. However,
the experience I gained in telling stories in that setting informed how I would write my
novel. Furthermore, my style of improvising everything in my storytelling in Dungeons
and Dragons taught me valuable lessons in how to narrate about items, people, and places
without writing myself into a comer or telling everything about them at once
(conservation of detail).
When I started, my view of the writing process was horribly flawed. I thought that
with enough work, all of my first drafts could be gold-plated gifts from heaven. Yet my
readers' comments show me a connection between my adoption of editing as a crucial
aspect of writing and an increase in the quality of my work as a whole. This is not to say
that I have taken no time to edit my first chapters, but rather to say that by trying to edit
as I wrote, I stifled the muse. In my later chapters, I chose to write without worry of
being wrong, and to keep going as long as the muse stayed with me, and then later come
back to edit. This proved to be much more effective, allowing me to create higher quality
work by disconnecting the creative and perfective part of my thinking.
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Also, when I first started, I expected that I would be able to write a set number of
words per day, any day I chose to write them. When I think about that now, it makes me
laugh. Impossible! Some days, the best choice I can make for my writing is to write
nothing at all, because I have no inspiration with which to write, whereas on other days, I
may write for hours on end because the muse has struck. When it comes to how much
output I can create, the best I can do is to always have my story in mind so that my
subconscious can be considering the problem I am facing in the narrative. But forced
output is never effective, as my preliminary writing (not included in the final report)
proves.
The reviews for my work have been enlightening to me. The response that I
expected the least of everything that I received was that my work may not be suited as a
work a female audience. In retrospect, this seems very natural. The themes of personal
power and pride are themes that I have not personally seen reflected in the lives of the
females I know, or in the literature that is most frequently aimed at females. I never
intended to exclude any portion of my audience, and I certainly do not exclude females as
powerful characters, as the characters Alterra and Euphemia show. Though the loss of
female readers is certainly discouraging, I have faith that the extent to which male readers
will be able to identifY with the conflict that drives the plot will be able to make up for
the loss-a novel that is excellent to a smaller demographic is better than a novel that is
mediocre to a larger demographic.
I have also been astonished at how well my work stood up to critique. Even those
areas where I felt the story was weak were found by some readers to be quite good, and
my hard work in other areas has been confirmed as truly excellent. There is no room to
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rest, of course--all of my readers were able to find areas of the novel that were still
unpolished or in need of amendment. However, as a whole, the response has been
overwhelmingly positive, which is now making the whole project worthwhile.
Lastly, this project has illuminated to me.the value of working with other writers.
Even as I attempt to write an original work, another writer can tell me what elements of
my story work well and what elements do not without writing my work for me. In my
case, the writer I worked with was my mentor, Andy Gibbs. His focused critiques of my
work, from the largest of plot considerations to the smallest of word choices, honed my
style in ways that no amount of practice or reading guides could teach.

In closing, this project was the single largest academic venture I have ever
attempted. I worked hard, put my heart into it, and suffered long nights and no sleep, all
without any knowledge of whether or not the end result would be good.
But it has all been good.
In terms of quality, I have surpassed my expectations. Undoubtedly, I could edit
through eternity; however, I have been pleased by the overall quality of my creation. My
characters are distinct, and my protagonist forces the reader to question whether he is
doing the right thing for good, or doing what we would consider right because it advances
his own aims. Despite that this first section mostly focused on the homeland of the
Kopatsarins, I was able to introduce all of the sentient races, either through exposition or
narration or through action. I believe I have created a magic system which is selfconsistent, well explained, appropriately complex, while never derailing the plot as a
whole to give exposition on the nature of the magic system (though I understand my
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belief is not shared by all readers). The truth is still obvious: no one will mistake me for a
professional writer when they read my story. However, my goal has always been to
simply tell a good story, and in my eyes, I have succeeded, Though it is not perfect, I look
at my story and know that it is very good.
Beyond simply making something worth reading, I have also learned so much
about writing through this project. When I started, I believed I would be able to write a
set number of words or pages per day. I thought, like many others, that all I would need is
a hard deadline in order to become a good writer. But I learned that sometimes, it takes
two hours to write a single paragraph. Sometimes, I cannot write anything at all because I
lack that creative spark that turns a boring transition into an entertaining exposition. One
of the most important things I learned was that the most critical factor to writing
successfully is not instruction, but conversation. The personal discussions I had with my
mentor about the specific challenges I was facing provided more help than any "how-to"
could hope to give.
In summary, I am glad that I chose this for my capstone project. I have learned not
just how another writes, but how I personally write: my personal strengths and
weaknesses. And I have created a work of art that, though it may never be published,
begins to tell the story that I want to tell.
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